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Jeff Buckley - Last Goodbye
Tom: G

   This is for normal people who couldn't be stuffed learning
50 new chord and tune down every time you want to play this
song.
The way Jeff plays it only sounds good with a band!!!!!,
and so do some bits of this, Sing along - it will sound
better.

TIP - Paste this into notepad.
----------------------------------------------------------

You can play this bit if you like I usually start on Intro .
just doesn't sound right without allot of delay!!

strum as fast as you can and slide between these.

Intro: .

Intro: .

VERSE 1.
Intro: This is our last goodbye,
          Bm               A       Em7
I hate to feel the love between us die,
        G
But its over.
          D
Just hear this and then i'll go,
    A
You gave me more to live for,
G                     Intro
More than you'll ever know.

VERSE 2.
Intro: This is our last embrace,
       Bm              A         Em7
must I dream and always see your face,
    G                A         Ds2
Why can't we overcome this wall,
     A                               G
Baby maybe its just because I didn't know you at all.

Fill.

This bit is the same as Intro

  Kiss me....           Please....  Kiss me....

kiss me
  out of desire         Baby not    consolation           oh
you know it
  Makes me so angry       cause' I  know in time

  I'll only make you cry,  This is our last goodbye

Now strum G for 15 barrs while the violine does its thing. (or
Skip it!)

16th barr
|-----
|-15--
|-14--
|-12--   strum this rapidly
|-12--
|-----

Bm          A    G      Bm
ooohhhhhhh.......
            A   Em  G   Bm
ooohhhhhhh..
    G
aaaahhhhhhhhhhh

D          G    A             G          D
Did You say, no this can't happen to me.
             G           A         G
Did you rush to the phone to call.
      D            G       A            G
Was a voice unkind, in the back of your mind,
       Em7     Bm7        Am       G
sayin' may.....hey......be..........
           C
You didn't know him at all,
           G
You didn't know him at all, oh - oh, you didn't know.

Play Intro  X 2....then

         see intro
Well the bells out in the church tower chime,
        C               G             A           G
Burning clues into this heart of mine,
         C              D
thinking so hard, on her soft eyes,
        C                D
and the memory, of our sighs....     That its all

ov............................................er
ov....

Here are all the chords you'll see in the lyrics.

Acordes


